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Getting there

Sevier Avenue is a great place to explore, with an
amazing new city park, some unique shopping, and a
delicious food and drink scene.
Located in the heart of a working industrial zone,
Sevier Avenue might look unassuming at first, but
take a closer look: with an elementary school nearby
and even outdoor spaces, this area is a great
example of urban mixed use.
To get there, catch Route 40 - South Knoxville for a
short trip across the Gay Street bridge. Enjoy the
fabulously restored JFG Coffee sign at the top of the
hill as you turn onto Sevier Avenue.
For additional information, visit
katbus.com/howtoride. Plan your trip with our Google
Trip Planner or by calling 637-3000.
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Enjoy a
needed break

Outdoors Fun
Get off the bus at Dixie Street everything is walkable
from here. If you cross Sevier Avenue and go north a
couple of blocks, you'll hit Suttree Landing Park. The
place is named after Cornelius Suttree, a fictional
character in Knoxvillian author Cormac McCarthy's
first novel. Right on the river, this location is perfect
for picnicking, playing frisbee, and enjoying
breathtaking downtown views.
From the park access the greenway and explore the
South Waterfront by bike!

It may seem unassuming
at first, but take a
closer look: there
are lots of places to
explore in the heart of
this mixed-use
neighborhood.

Alliance Brewing Company/Twitter Page

Just two blocks away from Sutree Landing is Alliance
Brewing, and across from that - South Coast Pizza. For
an amazing dinner option, keep going east to Island
Home Avenue and find the Landing House, a
restaurant serving Chinese and Cambodian-inspired
dishes in a beautifully restored home.
Turning back up the street, on the south side is a
treasure: Everything Mushrooms. They take their
name very seriously, as you can find all kinds of
mushrooms here, and even mushroom spores so you
can grow your own shitakes on your very own log.
Need a pick-me-up? Keep going west on Sevier, and
you'll discover Honeybee Coffee, a delightful coffee
shop by people who foster relationships with coffee
growers and customers.

